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All Saints Primary, arriving at The Athenaeum for the John Law performance

“I have never been to anything like it before….now when I watch theatre I want to
learn more and I want to see more” Pupil, Woolpit Primary

1. Project Description
Creative Critics: seeing doing knowing is an arts intervention. The project aims to
challenge preconceptions about children as audience member and participants;
and what children gain from a range of art experiences including art not usually
programmed for a children’s audience.
The project sets about to extend children’s engagement with art and culture;
support children’s attainment and learning in literacy; raise children’s skills and
confidence to express their ideas about art; and provide a platform for them to
share their art reviews with the public.
Children participants take part in five in-school workshops: What is art? What’s
the point of art? How do we talk about art? Let’s talk about art! What’s it like
taking about art? During these workshops participants experience a structured
programme aiming to increase their experience of and insight into a breadth of art
forms; develop their critical thinking skills about art; strengthen their language,
communication skills and confidence to talk about art and discuss ideas
stimulated by art. Workshops are led by specialist practitioners, co-delivered with
class teachers and mentored by a professional arts critic.
During week four of the project the children attend three high quality
performances. Creative Critics: seeing doing knowing 2017 was part of the Bury
Festival. Between the three participating schools, five performances were
attended at the Bury Festival.. Children wrote their arts reviews for publishing on
the Bury Festival website and in The Bury Free Press.
This 2017 phase of the project included four new strands for testing.
 To end the project with in-school celebration events so that Creative Critics
children can reflect on their experience and be able to present back to their
school community what they learnt.
 To incorporated Arts Award Explore
 Class teachers to train to become Arts Award Advisers, by so doing aiming to
support teacher CDP and legacy.
 To create three paid internships and by so doing providing opportunities for
practitioner professional development in Suffolk
Creative Critics: seeing doing knowing 2017 worked with a total of 74 children,
from year 5 whole class groups, at three Suffolk Schools: Glade Primary,
Brandon; All Saints Primary, Newmarket and Woolpit Primary, Woolpit. This
year built on success and learning from a pilot in 2016: by launching to a wider
group of schools and new participants; bringing a focus on CPD, legacy; and
delivering Arts Award.
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Glade Primary pupils, pre show workshop at The Apex

“Creative Critics really helped me understand that art is all around you and it
encouraged me to see more art” Pupil, All Saints Primary
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2. Project Aims
Creative Critics: seeing doing knowing is about providing:






The next generation with passion for the arts and confidence to engage in
a wide variety of art forms. New artists pushing boundaries relies on a
sophisticated and enthusiastic audience for meaningful engagement.
Creative Critics helps to develop high quality audiences.
Opportunity for children to gain the magic of the arts as audience
members. There is much opportunity for children and young people to
take part in the arts but less opportunity for them to develop skills in critical
appreciation of the arts. Creative Critics develops children’s critical
appreciation skills
A forum for children’s voice. Children have the right for their ideas and
opinions to be taken seriously. Creative Critics helps children develop
skills and confidence in expressing themselves, and provides a platform
for showcasing children’s critical thinking about the arts.

Creative Critics: seeing doing knowing has three core aims:
a. Extend children’s engagement with art and culture;
b. Improving children attainment in writing;
c. Develop children’s skills and confidence in sharing ideas about art and
promoting young person’s voice.
In addition to these core aims, as a result of new strands being tested, an
additional four aims were added to test these new elements being piloted in
2017:
d. End of project in school celebration event so that Creative Critics children can
reflect on their experience and be able to present back to the school
community what they had learnt;
e. Embed Arts Award into Creative Critics;
f. Train class teachers to be Arts Award Advisers, supporting teacher CPD and
legacy;
g. Provide three paid internships to support practitioner CPD in Suffolk and train
potential new Creative Critics practitioners.
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Woolpit Primary pupils, meeting a member of the Aurora Orchestra, in the after school workshop, at The Apex

“I was never interested in seeing art before, but now I am, because Creative Critics
made it fun and enjoyable” Pupil, All Saints Primary
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3. Evaluation Methodology
The methodology included input from all key partners and project participants
including children, teachers, head-teachers, artists, interns and the festival
director. It involved gathering pre and post project data to access impact and data
was collated through various approaches including evaluation forms, interviews
and observation.
Children’s perceptions were gathered before the project started and at the end of
the project through evaluation forms.
Teachers and school leaders completed an end of project evaluation form and
took part in an end of project evaluation interview face to face meeting. The
meeting provided an opportunity to discuss the evaluation questions and explore
possible data sources schools could draw on to answer the evaluation questions.
Teachers, classroom assistants, Creative Critics Director, artists and interns took
part in structured conversations after each workshop and recorded their
observations of the children each week during the project. These conversations
were recorded using an end of session feedback form.
Artists and interns took part in an end of project evaluation meeting and
workshop; and completed an end of project evaluation form.
Festival Director took part in an end of project evaluation meeting and completed
an end of project evaluation form.
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Woolpit Primary pupils, at Theatre Royal Bury St Edmunds, watching Honk

“Best aspect of Creative Critics is seeing children attending a variety of events that
they might not normally experience and seeing their enjoyment”
Director, Bury St Edmunds Festival
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4.

Findings
4.1

Extending children’s engagement with art and culture
4.1.1 Broadening knowledge and experience of different art
forms
Teachers confirmed that all children participating in the project had
broadening experiences of art and opportunities to see and experience
new art forms as a result of taking part in Creative Critics. This was
especially the case at Woolpit Primary School where 9 pupils (35% of
the class) and at Glade Primary where 6 pupils (25% of the class) were
pupil premium.
At the start of the project many children defined art as visual art and
had not considered performing arts and crafts amongst others to be art
forms
“Before Creative Critics I thought art was just paintings so I
wasn’t very keen, but now I know it is a whole lot more I am very
interested in art” Pupil, Glade Primary
4.1.2 Experiencing live performance
Teachers across all three schools said that none of the children would
have otherwise attended performances at The Bury Festival.
The Festival Director fed back on the children’s engagement, saying
that one of the best aspects of Creative Critics was…
“…seeing young people attending a variety of events that they
might not normally experience and seeing their enjoyment. The
workshops that ran in advance of the performances enabled the
children to have a stronger understanding, appreciation and
enjoyment of the events they attended”
The Festival Director suggested however, that there had been some
tension with a small minority of audience members “who might not
normally expect an influx of children at a performance”.
4.1.3 Children’s interest in seeing art
Children’s levels of interest in seeing art rose by 16% during the
course of the project. 64% of children were very interested in seeing art
at the start of the project and this increased to 80% by the end of the
project. 16% of children were not interested in seeing art at the start of
the project and this reduced by 13%, to 3% by the end of the project.
“Now, when I see art, I feel like I know a lot about it. This makes
me very interested in seeing art” Pupil, Glade Primary
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“Introducing Matt Gaw [professional writer and Creative Critics mentor] was an excellent
motivational tool as well as giving children an insight into life as a reporter”
Teacher, All Saints Primary
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4.2

Improving children’s attainment in writing
4.2.1 Increased motivation in writing
Teachers reported increased motivation in writing. This was especially
noticed at Glade Primary where the greatest valued added was gained.
Prior to the project the children’s perceived ability in writing was the
lowest out of the participating schools and by the end of the project
was the highest.
“During the course of the project children developed their
motivation and interest in writing. Writing for purpose, to a
deadline for publication, gave the children a focus to their work
that had not previously been seen in class. The quality of
attention and engagement with writing improved” Glade Primary
Motivation to do extra work independently rose during the course of the
project. A teacher reported,
“lower achieving boys who do not normally engage in homework
tasks voluntarily chose to undertake homework on their Creative
Critics Arts Award portfolio” Glade Primary
4.2.2 Improvements in writing
Children reported:
37% increase in their enjoyment of writing during the course of the
project. At the start of the project 39% of the children said they enjoyed
writing and by the end of the project this increased to 76%.
Pupils were asked ‘how much do you enjoy writing?’ At the start of the
project one pupil reported “I hate writing”, scoring 1 out of 5 for
enjoyment. At the end of the project the same child reported “I like
writing a lot of information” and scored 4 out of 5 for enjoyment. (All
Saints Primary)

The most significant change took place at Glade Primary School where
there was a 57% improvement in levels of enjoyment. Children, at
this school, reported lowest levels of enjoyment in writing at the start of
the project. Just 10% of children said they liked writing. This contrasted
with 67% of children at the end of the project.
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Bury Free Press, Edwin Sanz reviews publication

“Creative Critics has really helped me with my writing, because I know exactly what
art is, I can write more about it!....I think I am very good at writing now because I am
express my feelings in my work” Pupil, Woopit Primary
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19% increase in how good children think they are at writing. At the
start of the project 49% thought they were good at writing and this
increased to 68% by the end of the project. Pupils at Glade Primary
considered themselves the least good at writing at the start of the
project with only 40% considering themselves good. These children
showed the biggest improvement. By the end of the project 73%
considered themselves good at writing: an increase of 33%.
Pupils were asked ‘How good are you at writing?’. At the start of the
project one pupils reported “I have bad handwriting and it hurts my
hand” scoring 2 out of 5. At the end of the project the same pupil
reported “It [Creative Critics] has made me learn new words”, and
scored 4 out of 5. (Glade Primary)

Teachers reported:
“64% of the class achieved expected or above for writing, with
20% achieving greater depth than expected. Of the pupil premium
children 67% achieved expected or above for writing and 11%
achieving greater depth than expected” Woolpit Primary
“The greatest improvement was in stamina for writing which was
most visible amongst middle and low ability learners, showing
15% improvement in levels” Glade Primary
Creative Critics review writing was “a new challenge for the children;
working under pressure with time constraints. At first they found
the task difficult and proved unhappy with the quality of their
work, yet by the third review, they felt confident and happy to get
straight on, with some good description and detail. This was an
excellent example for the children to see writing within a real-life
context. Introducing Matt Gore during their second review was an
excellent motivational tool as well as giving children an insight
into the life of a reporter” All Saints Primary
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Woolpit Primary, Workshop 1, What is Art?

“The workshops that ran in advance of the performances enabled the children to have
a stronger understanding, appreciation and enjoyment of the events they attended.
The eloquence portrayed in the reviews continues to surprise and delight me”
Director, Bury St Edmunds Festival
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4.3 Develop children’s skills and confidence in sharing ideas about art
and promoting young person’s voice
4.3.1 Sharing ideas about art
31% increase in children’s levels of confidence to share their
ideas and opinions. At the start of the project 40% of children said
they felt confident to share their ideas and opinion and this increased to
71% by the end.
Children were asked ‘How confident are you in sharing your thoughts
and opinions?’ At the start of the project one children reported “I am
very shy and afraid I will get laughed at” and scored 1 out of 5 for
confidence. At the end of the project the same child reported “I have
got used to speaking out loud and now I think when we choose
our opinions its fine to have a different idea” and scored 4 out of 5
for confidence. (All Saints Primary)
23% increase in the amount of thoughts and ideas shared by
children during the project. At the start of the project 56% of children
said they shared a lot of their own ideas in class and by the end of the
project this had increase to 79%.
Children reported a 16% increase in the levels of interest others
had in their thoughts and ideas during the course of the project. This
increased from 58% at the start of the project to 74% at the end of the
project.
Pupils at All Saints Primary benefited for the highest level of value
added showing an increase of 36% for the amount of ideas shared
and an increase of 48% in the level of interest others had in their
ideas. At this school 52% of children felt they shared lots of ideas in
class at the start of the project, whereas 88% thought this by the end;
and 39% of children felt others were interested in their ideas at the start
of the project, compared with 87% at the end.
The children were asked ‘How many of your own thoughts and ideas
do you share at school?’. At the start of the project one child reported
“I don’t really talk about my ideas but when I do it's usually
nothing too great”, scoring 1 out of 5. At the end of the project the
same child reported “I think I shared a far bit of my ideas for
Creative Critics because of all the workshops”, scoring 3 out of 5.
4.3.2 Promoting young person’s voice
The children’s reviews were published for the general public. All the
children’s reviews were published on the Bury Festival website and a
selection were published in the Bury Free Press newspaper and online.
See appendix for examples of the children’s reviews.
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Glade Primary workshop discussion

A wonderful opportunity for pupils and staff to broaden their understanding of the
arts, develop positive working relationships and develop critical thinking, writing and
inter-personal skills. Teacher, Glade Primary School
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4.4 Additional Findings
In addition to the core aims, an additional four aims were added to test new
elements being piloted in 2017:
4.4.1. School Celebration
Creative Critic children from all three schools devised and delivered a
celebration event at their schools for parents and other year groups. It
provided an opportunity for the children to reflect on the project and
what had been gained; and raised the profile of the arts and the ethos
of Creative Critics amongst the school community.
Lead Creative Critics artists fed back that they felt the celebration event
improved the structure of Creative Critics, helping draw the project to a
dynamic and constructive close. This structure provided potential for
greater legacy within the school beyond the life of the project.
Broadly speaking the celebration events were considered a positive
addition to the structure of Creative Critics. However further work is
needed to support transition between lead Artist and class teacher in
preparation for the final celebration so that the culture and ethos of
Creative Critics remains integral.
4.4.2. Embed Arts Award into Creative Critics
All 74 children (100%) submitted Art Award Explore portfolios. 72
children achieved their Arts Award (97%). 2 children (3%) did not
complete their portfolios. All three schools were new to Arts Award, had
never delivered Arts Award before and prior to the project had no one
trained as an Arts Award Adviser.
Arts Award as an addition was considered a valuable added-benefits of
Creative Critics. Schools fed back their appreciation of the tangible
recognition, celebration of achievement and status this brought.
The Arts Award Moderator fed back that Creative Critics provided “an
excellent context and lots of opportunity for achieving Arts Award
Explore”.
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Lead Creative Critics Artist, planning workshop with Assistant Artist Intern, at Woolpit Primary

“Creative Critics has had a major effect on my practice… provoked a very useful
review of my working practices and philosophy to making work with and for children
and young people” Lead Creative Critics Artist
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4.4.3. Train class teachers to be Arts Award Advisers, supporting
teacher CPD and legacy
Prior to the project there was no trained Arts Award Adviser at any of
the three schools. By the end of the project each school had a trained
and experienced Adviser.
All three schools reported they valued having their class teachers
trained as Arts Award Advisers as part of the project. All schools have
plans to continue Arts Award in the next academic year.
The class teacher at Woolpit Primary, during the course of the project,
was promoted to Deputy Head. Before the project she considered
herself to be weak in the arts and viewed herself as a non-engager in
the arts. Having been involved in Creative Critics, trained as Arts
Award Adviser and led her class successfully through Arts Award, she
is now planning to take on strategic lead of the arts as part of her
Deputy Head role. She is considering signing up to Artsmark in order
to refresh the school’s Artsmark status and is planning Arts Award
integration for the next academic year.
All Saints Primary is planning to train a KS1 teacher so that Discover
can be available for all children in KSI and delivered as part of the
school curriculum. The school is considering delivering Explore within
its after school art club.
Glade Primary has developed plans to continue to offer Art Award.
From next year it will offer Arts Award as an extra -curricular activity
with the possibility of rolling it out to other year groups during
curriculum time.
4.4.4 Provide three paid internships to support practitioner CPD
in Suffolk and train potential new Creative Critics practitioners
The internship positions were successful in helping the interns with this
professional development. One intern fed back “the opportunity has
given me confidence within myself to go forward with this type of
career”; another said “I have developed new facilitation
techniques” another said “a really useful learning experience”.
The interns gained a clearer sense about their own personal career
goals through mentoring and started to apply for roles during the
course of the internship. None of the interns were ready to step up into
a lead Creative Critics artists role by the end of their internship. The
project Director said that “while they had developed knowledge and
skills during the internship, further skills and experience were
needed before being ready for Creative Critics lead artist roles”
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All three interns gained new work offers and new contracts in the areas
of work their identified for themselves by the end of their internships.
The two Creative Critics artist lead practitioners confirmed how much
they valued having assistant interns. The consensus of opinion was
that having another person in the room supporting activity helped add
quality of experience for the children and for the lead practitioner. The
children benefited from another person to learn from and the lead
practitioner benefited from being able to rely on back up support from
the assistants.
The teacher at All Saints said how much she thought the children
benefited from having a male role model in the lead practitioner and
female role model in the assistant and that they blended well as a
team. The teacher at Woolpit Primary said how much the children
enjoyed the additional activities brought by the assistant intern.

Glade Primary, presenting Creative Critics case study at National Governance Association Conference
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5

Conclusions

5.1

Creative Critics key aims
Creative Critics: seeing doing knowing demonstrated a significant
impact against its core aims.
In recognition of the project’s achievements it was commissioned by
Arts Council England, to present as a model of good practice, at
National Governance Association Conference, in June 2017.
Creative Critics 2017 contributed to:
5.1.1 extending children’s engagement with art and culture. The
quality and level of engagement in arts and culture was
extended in all pupils. Higher levels of interest in seeing art rose
by 16%. The biggest impact was made with pupil premium
children. (see 4.1)
Audiences at The Bury Festival and artists performing at the
festival weren’t always aware or appreciated the ethos of
Creative Critics. The Festival Director suggested that general
public were not always supportive of children in the audience.
This suggests the project was effective in its aim to ‘challenge
preconceptions about children as audience members’.
However, it also highlights a need to strengthen the quality of
engagement with audiences with background context and
purpose of Creative Critics more effectively.
5.1.2. supporting improvements in writing. All class groups involved
in Creative Critics have significant numbers of children achieving
over and above their expected levels. 19% of children thought
their writing had improved during Creative Critics and there was
a 37% improvement in children’s enjoyment in writing.
Teachers reported on how they could see even further potential
for what schools could gain out of Creative Critics in terms of
cross curricular links. End of project evaluation revealed
potential for further professional development for teachers and
assistant teachers in terms of developing facilitation techniques
and using the arts to stimulate cross curricular learning.
5.1.3. developing children’s skills and confidence: there was 31%
increase in children’s confidence to share ideas and opinions
about art and provided a platform for young person’s voice
through publication of all children’s reviews. (see 4.3)
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“A really useful learning experience…great the way the structure of the project
enables everyone to learn” Assistant Artist Intern
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5.2 Additional aims
5.2.1 School celebration was considered a positive addition to the
project. Learning from this pilot has highlighted some aspects
for improvement in the future to support improved transition
between lead Artist and class teacher to ensure integrity of the
Creative Critics ethos is preserved throughout.
5.2.2 Arts Award brought added value to Creative Critics. The
qualification provided recognition for the pupils’ work.
5.2.3 Training class teachers to be Arts Award Advisers, supported
teacher CPD and helped support legacy and planning of work in
schools beyond the life of the project.
5.2.4 Creative Critics provided a valuable context for internships to
learn, all of whom have gone on to new employment at the end
of the internship. However no new artists for Creative Critics
were produced out of the process. The model used was not
successful in training potential new Creative Critics artists.
Creative Critics requires artists with more experience and skills
than the interns brought, or were able to develop during the
three month period.
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‘Earth – art = eh?’ Produced by Glade Primary pupil

Creative Critics introduces more young minds to art: it gets young people into art and
gets young minds working. Pupil, Woolpit Primary
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6.

Next Steps
6.1.

Continue to build on the already successful structure of Creative
Critics. The project is effective and successful in meeting its aims and
producing positive outcomes in arts engagement, improvements in
writing and young person’s voice.

6.2.

Continue to extend the reach of Creative Critics so more people can
benefit from the positive contributions the project makes.

6.3.

Strengthen the final celebration aspect of Creative Critics to ensure
smooth transition between lead Artist and class teacher to ensure
integrity character and ethos of the project throughout.

6.4.

Revise recruitment and training model for Creative Critics artists as
there is a need for further artists to be trained in order to ensure the
long term sustainability of Creative Critics.

6.5.

Consider new approaches for further strengthening communications
with artists and audiences and to help promote the ethos and positive
benefits of Creative Critics to these wider groups.

6.6.

Build Arts Award Explore into future plans for Creative Critics. Review
Creative Critics folders and consider how to enable them to be used as
Arts Award portfolios. (This will save on cost while also further
embedding Arts Award and potentially further improving the experience
for children and teachers). Continue to aim to train school teachers as
Arts Award Advisers, as part of the project.

6.7.

Consider how to research and develop further enriching teacher
professional development as a strand of Creative Critics, to support
teachers and the school curriculum to gain even more out of the project
and to support enriched legacy.
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Appendix
Included below is a sample of the reviews written by Creative Critics 2017.
All the reviews can be seen www.buryfestival.co.uk/get-involved/creative-critics-2017
Edwin Sanz
Salsa plus Edwin Sanz equals music to perfection! The Salsa Orchestra at The Apex were
MIND-BOGGLING! It was as crowded as a bee hive! Vocalist Naomi Phillips’ voice (a Diva)
was the key part of the enactment as it was buoyant and made the salsa a sea of harmony!
After DJ Hughie warmed us up with other salsa pieces, the band came with a euphoric
soprano – Naomi (with her glinting gold microphone).
The dance floor was the last part of the puzzle that was needed. The mottled lights filled with
crimson reds and fire light yellows mixed in with bold, bright oranges; as flamboyant as the
sun’s rays. In all different shapes and sizes like broad circles and pointed, suave squares
and straight triangles. The crowd feverishly danced like a pack of penguins as they were
entertaining all throughout the night.
When I heard about the Creative Critics project and the performances we’d be going to, I
thought that they’d just be monotonous and that I’d want to leave. When the day came and
the salsa band began, I knew in an instant that I was wrong – it was miraculous! The way it
was constructed and the vocals made it flawless.
The keyboard player Alex Wilson, who used to play the guitar until 30 years ago, had fingers
like a flash of fork lightning. Edwin Sanz, who played the tuneful timbales, was a hawk when
using them.
All in all, they played an astounding piece of artwork. It was a masterpiece to watch and an
fun to sing to. It was too good to be true as the hard work payed off. It made me feel as
though I couldn’t stop feeling so it was staggering! It was so effective as the smiles on their
faces made the music feel even more ebullient.
The different radius of instruments put together made 4.5 out of 5. Even though this
performance was flabbergasting, the music was quite thunderous. It made it demanding to
perceive. The dance floor was commodious but as the total of people there, it was tougher to
get where you need to.
Year 5 Pupil, All Saints Primary

Honk!
HONK! Is a brilliant story based on the Ugly Duckling. The music by George Stiles and lyrics
by Anthony Drewe. We follow the Ugly Duckling through a glorious adventure. Embarrassed
by his looks he sets off with a fiendish feline. It was amazing that young actors took part with
only 9 days to rehearse and the oldest actor was 17. HONK! Was amazing and it made the
audience cheer after each song.
The music and the sounds were great but sometimes the music drowned out the singing. For
40 years the National Youth Music Theatre has represented the very best in work with young
people in musical theatre leading Andrew Lloyd Webber to describe it as the best youth
music theatre in the world Mostly I enjoyed the songs and the characters. It was a great play
but maybe the cat could have cat ears.
Year 5 pupil, Woolpit Primary

The Aurora Orchestra performs Brahms 1 at the Apex
The Aurora Orchestra blew me away with their passion after performing Brahms first
symphony and what amazed me more was that they performed it all by memory. Nicholas
Collon (conductor) and Tom Service (presenter) gave us some background information
before it began.
This piece seems to have power and control in what they play. Bramhs first symphony is
very dramatic, lots of loud bangs and lots of pizzicato (plucking of stringed instruments) his
first symphony took 21 years to write, because he did not know how to write the finale!
I encourage people at any age to come and see the Aurora Orchestra play Brahms first
symphony at the Apex, Bury St Edmunds. This is a truly marvellous piece of work.
Year 5 Pupil, Woolpit Primary

John Law
As the door clicked open, we stepped inside the dull coloured ballroom. We had just arrived
at the Athenaeum, left our coats in a room and then we stepped into the old, horrible
ballroom.
In a few minutes, which felt like hours and hours, the show started. At first he played three of
his own songs which, for me, was the only satisfactory bit. After his own songs and
improvisations he started the tedious Goldberg Variations.
There were 30 variations! It was the most boring event that has ever happened to me and I
would have rather jumped off a cliff than go through that again, although I give him credit for
his fingers whizzing on the piano so extremely fast. I was very relieved when we finally left.
Year 5 Pupil, All Saints Primary

String Trio
On the 25th of May I went to the Apex theatre in Bury St Edmunds to see a Chinese
performance, with these instruments Chinese fiddle, Chinese harp but on its side, Chinese
lute with 4 strings. The performance was the best things that I have ever seen in my whole
life; it was just so good that after it was finished it kept on playing over and over again in my
head and I was hypnotized by the melodies. I felt very amazed and astonished that it got to
me, I was flabbergasted wish it could be a lot longer though.
Although I have not experienced this genre of music before, I like it. I saw 3 artists were
wearing very colourful clothes, and I saw the stage that was quite big and I am not used to a
big place or an enormous Apex. I heard Chinese music that was kept on going very high and
fast, I closed my eyes and imagined that a great white shark was chasing a medium sized
fish that was very fast and swift in the water.
The instruments were looking like they were made out of solid wood and I saw strings on all
of the instruments. One of the instruments looked like a harp but on its side and it sounded
much better with the Chinese harp. The other instrument looked like a very slim guitar and I
think it had 4 strings on it. The third one looked like another slim guitar but even thinner than
the last. This time it actually made sense because the last trip did not make that much
sense.
I kept on looking up at the ceiling because the room was so big it kept making me
hypnotized.
Year 5 Pupil, Glade Primary.

Thank you to funders & supporters, without whom Creative Critics would not be possible

